
ASSESSMENT SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATION AND REPORT

scientific processes that should have been employed in the investigation. Study sheet: Using a checklist to critically
assess a scientific report will guide you.

Record the data carefully so you get them right. This could be summarised as providing work samples to
students. Think about what you want your readers to compare, and put that information in the column up and
down rather than in the row across. Many editors of professional scientific journals prefer that writers
distinguish the lines in their graphs by attaching a symbol to them, usually a geometric shape triangle, square,
etc. Ask yourself the following questions: What are we going to do in this lab? So, this is what I settled on.
Data should be recorded in a form according to the plan, for subsequent analysis and relevance to the
investigation. In addition to this, assessment of surface and deep structure are discussed separately. The key to
making this approach work, though, is to be very precise about the weakness in your experiment, why and
how you think that weakness might have affected your data, and how you would alter your protocol to
eliminateâ€”or limit the effects ofâ€”that weakness. Many beginning science students neglect to do so and
find themselves struggling to remember precisely which variables were involved in the process or in what way
the researchers felt that they were related. Make sure to include units of measurement in the tables. Even such
basic, outside-the-lab observations can help you justify your hypothesis as reasonable. According to Whitecoat
and Labrat , at higher temperatures the molecules of solvents move more quickly. You can learn more in our
handout on passive voice. The titles in the sample tables above are acceptable. The independent variable of the
experiment is the voltage applied to the circuit, while the dependent variable is the current of the circuit.
Nothing your readers can dispute should appear in the Results section. The purpose of the present
investigation is to examine the impact of changing the resistance the independent variable on the current and
the voltage of the circuit the dependent variable. Give your table a title. Preparing scientific illustrations: a
guide to better posters, presentations, and publications. As in the Materials and Methods section, you want to
refer to your data in the past tense, because the events you recorded have already occurred and have finished
occurring.


